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PRESS RELEASE 
 

Binary Tree Reaches Major Milestones in Migration Software Market 

Binary Tree Has Migrated Over 30 Million Email Users with Over 3 Million Users 

Migrated to the Microsoft Office 365 Cloud  

 

KENDALL PARK, NJ – (October 1, 2013) – Binary Tree, the provider of SMART Migration software and 

solutions for migrating to Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft Office 365, today announced reaching two 

major milestones in the last few weeks: the company recently surpassed the migration of over 30 

million email users in total, with over three million of those users being migrated to the Microsoft Office 

365 cloud.   

 

“The adoption of enterprise email in the cloud is clearly 

accelerating as evidenced by our migration of over three million 

users to Microsoft Office 365 in just the last few years,” stated 

Steven Pivnik, CEO of Binary Tree. “Binary Tree is proud to help 

organizations upgrade and transform their messaging 

capabilities, and surpassing the mark of migrating 30 million 

users shows the positive impact we are having in the migration 

software market.” 

 

For the past 20 years, Binary Tree has assisted IT professionals 

tasked with migrating legacy Lotus Notes, Domino and 

Microsoft Exchange messaging infrastructures to new and 

enhanced environments. Binary Tree’s software, solutions and 

services have been employed for many of the world’s largest messaging migrations. For more 

information on the history of Binary Tree, please review the blog article Enabling the Evolution of the 

Enterprise Messaging Market. 

 

About Binary Tree 

Binary Tree is the provider of SMART Migration software and solutions for Microsoft Exchange, Active 

Directory and Windows Server environments. Since 1993, Binary Tree and its business partners have 

helped over 6,000 customers around the world to migrate more than 30 million email users including 

powering many of the largest messaging migrations in the world. Binary Tree’s suite of software 

provides solutions for migrating from Exchange 2003/2007/2010/2013 and Lotus Notes to on-premises 

and online versions of Microsoft Exchange as well as for performing migrations of Active Directory and 

Windows Server environments. Binary Tree is represented by business partners worldwide who apply 

the SMART migration methodology to provide specialized services for guiding customers through 

http://www.binarytree.com/blog/blog/may-2012/enabling-evolution-of-enterprise-messaging.aspx
http://www.binarytree.com/blog/blog/may-2012/enabling-evolution-of-enterprise-messaging.aspx
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complex transitions. Binary Tree is a Microsoft Gold Partner, an IBM Advanced Business Partner, and is 

one of Microsoft’s preferred vendors for migrating to Microsoft Office 365. Binary Tree is 

headquartered in the New York metropolitan area with international offices in London, Paris, 

Stockholm and Sydney. For more information, please visit us online at www.binarytree.com. 

 

Binary Tree Social Media Resources 

 LinkedIn: Binary Tree 

 LinkedIn: Binary Tree – Migrate to Microsoft 

 Facebook: www.facebook.com/BinaryTreeInc 

 Twitter: @BinaryTreeInc 

 Blog: Good Migrations 

 

Binary Tree Media Contact: 

Erin Dunkel, Director of Marketing & Public Relations 

Tel. (610) 761-8960 

erin.dunkel@binarytree.com  
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